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With an increase of than 300,000 copies on the net, THE TRUE Vitamin & Mineral Book is a trusted
resource for people wanting to make sense of the plethora of information regarding nutritional
supplements. - advanced recommendations for special conditions that could require extra
supplementation; With clear, understandable explanations, probably the most current scientifically
documented nutrient recommendations, and easy-to-follow charts, The Real Vitamin & Mineral
Publication is concise and to the point-the just resource readers will need. Now in its fourth edition, this
book provides up-to-day scientific validation for the usage of dietary supplementation in both treatment
and avoidance of disease and for general optimum health-the very facts that are not distributed around
consumers when they purchase supplements. and - quick-reference charts and tables for very easily
updating health supplement regimens. In this fully revised and updated 4th edition, readers will find: -
complete use and dosage tips for the twenty-eight fundamental minerals and vitamins that every person
needs to promote health insurance and to slow aging;
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A handy reference, but definitely not the only real resource you'll ever need. I have the sooner version
that is a small paperback with terms and conditions in dark ink and is simple to browse.However, it does
seem to oversell itself because the only details source one will ever want in regards to vitamins. She
makes it very interesting.I am certainly no expert in nutrition but I understand there are plenty more
interactions with medicines, other vitamins, more side-effects of overdose, etc. than this book has room to
explain. I think it should be made much more clear that before you begin a permanent program of large
doses of vitamins you ought to have your actual current levels examined beforehand, and evaluated by a
dr. My understanding of Supplement D is that Vitamin D3 sulphate is the only type that your body uses
efficiently. ... every person on the planet should read a publication like this to inform themselves that
Vitamins and minerals are . The author is herself a nutritionist and she backs all her statements with
scientific statements, and she is very honest at times when there is not enough study in the field.. Anyone
who wants to know even more about your body, good health, and what you might be lacking (in diet
plan) should read this publication. Supplementation is absolutely essential with a healthy diet because of
mineral depletion of most soils. The only real complete resources left are sea algae. If this book were to
become revised I would are the pursuing:1.4.2. before you make any decisions. Thus exposure of our skin
converts sunlight to Vitamin D3 sulphate within the cholesterol of the skin. The book claims that
'Riboflavin (Supplement B2)', Pantothenic Acid (Vitamin B5)', and Biotin (Vitamin B7) haven't any known
toxicities, however it is my knowing that ingesting high degrees of these vitamins could harm DNA.2.3. It
really is worth mentioning that our own gut flora produces important vitamins that our body needs which
include the complete B complex and Supplement K2which are bio obtainable through absorption in the
low intestine. I've read however these vitamins aren't bio available and are excreted out from the body
before they can be utilized which are find hard to believe.I loan it away to help others look for vitamin
options that would be good for their health. More trace mineral information given that they do serve a
purpose like 'Germanium' that is only found in Ginger, although it isn't essential it permits more oxygen
to be utilised by various organs in the body. The only other source is natural milk which is destroyed by
pasteurization alongside essential enzymes that help digest the casein and remove lactose intolerances..
Best book I ever read in the subject.5. There is a section on Supplement K and there it is known our
bacteria manufactures Vitamin K but no actual distinction is manufactured between Vitamin K1 (
obtainable in plant food ) utilized by the body to assist bloodstream clotting and K2 (available from our
very own gut flora, eggs ( approx 15micrograms), Natto (390micrograms), goose liver and some
fermented cheeses like Gouda) used by the body to assist the transportation of calcium. I compose on
health issues so I will include it as a source for my readers... I checked it out of the regional library first
merely to see if it fit my informational needs. The book was so full of great details that I wanted to have a
duplicate of my own so I could mark it up as I read it. To my surprise, there was an updated version with
an increase of than 80 extra web pages. The book was so full of great information that I needed to truly
have a copy of . Excellent Reference, could be a bench mark The book alone is 5 stars.. Very highly
recommended!it really is worth further research. I have owned a copy since her first edition, and bought
this for a gift. Shari knows her stuff and is usually an extremely interesting writer, readable and
understand. I am not on board with the idea that certain should indiscriminately begin taking heavy doses
of vitamin supplements based on self medical diagnosis of symptoms with no a lot more information to
be on. I believe that each person on earth should read a publication like this to inform themselves that
Minerals and vitamins are not 'nice to have' but essential gasoline for health. Very highly recommended.
Thanks to Shari and Nancy ... This is what the book is focused on, the information on all of the vitamins is
accessible and is the truth that we all need to increase the vitamin intake.... My first contact with The Real
Vitamin & I did so a lot of research on my own and noticed that everything was a match Ideal for
Anyone!This edition is as clearly written and well researched as the previous editions, with the added



bonus of updated information. Ample Information especially on each vitamin supplements. Mineral Book
was the prior edition as a textbook in nutrition college.As a holistic health consultant I still think it is
important to seek professional advice before you start making adjustments to your wellness program, but
this publication will assist you to know very well what supplements truly can and cannot carry out.Enjoy!
Understanding vitamins and minerals and their synergistic interactions to the many metabolic mechanisms
heading on on a regular basis inside the body is actually examined in this well crafted, well researched
publication. The reason why I give it 4 superstars is due to the fact that the writer has done a great job
collecting the info and placing it well, however, not made your time and effort in describing in great
detail how exactly to design each individuals nutrient intake.Great points:1..2.. I've purchased my 2nd
copy.It is one of just two books that I found to be invaluable more than enough from my college days to
buy the new edition when it became available.Bad Points:1. Can get boring sometimes, I agree that
mentioning about a specific doctor saying a certain thing makes the text in book more reliable, but an
excessive amount of bla-bla gets boring for folks not from the medical background. So I would question
the benefits of supplementation of this Vitamin. Design your personal Optimum nutrient intake may be
the weakest chapter and that is the one which should have been strongest. This book is the best I ever
found . informative will enjoy reading this cover to cover It's ok this is simply not what I needed Five Stars
fine. Five Stars Real good book. This is a classic great book! I've purchased my 2nd copy This is truly a
great book!3. I'd recommend it to anyone wanting to understand the whole picture of what results in
good health. Very great examine and quite interesting flow of text message. If the microbiom (gut flora) is
usually in a wholesome state then these vitaimns are utilized by the body. Shari Lieberman, produced a
choice many years ago, to become a wellness expert, instead of a illness expert. Stay well! Four Stars
good book however, not the one I needed. I prefer the older edition. It is indeed a handy reference
guideline and does have significant amounts of good useful details that has to have taken a lot of effort to
compile. This edition is certainly in gray tone, larger print, not as easy for me to learn through and find
what I am looking for. I would return it if it weren't a hassle to do so.
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